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Step 1: Defining the problem

1.	Goals

	To succeed at this project we should start by analyzing the problem we are trying to solve. This involves answering a simple question: what does the user want? 

	The user has a webpage  about some research in geometry. He has a database with references (books, articles, publications...) concerning that research. This database is written in BibTeX format. What he wants is a tool that presents three alternative ways of entering data to the outside user:

1.	Submit the whole private BibTex files, so as to construct a more complete database.

2.	Submit a single entry (that is, not a whole BibTex file).

3.	Update an already existing entry where one has detected an error.

	Those are the main goals for this project. Now let's consider other aspects that will be essential in the development of this tool:

1.	It should not be allowed to insert a reference that is already in the database.

2.	If there is a similar reference (for example,  two book references are the same, only the edition is different) to another one that is already in the database, the administrator of the page should be informed and he will decided what to do: keep only one or keep both.



2.	Purpose

	Once this project is finished, people all over the world which are working in the same field will be able to share each other' s  sources of information. 

	Plus a very complete database about geometry books will be available in the web. That way, if somebody wants to initiate a investigation he or she will we able to see what has been done, where to start researching or which books are interesting and helpful.

	There will be three ways of getting data out:

1.	Get out the whole archive.

2.	Get out exactly the references needed for the writing of a specific paper. For this purpose, a search system will be installed, so that it will be possible to find references providing the author, the title and the year, amongst others.

3.	Get out all the information available for a reference. This will be sometimes useful since the webpage will only display information about the key, type, author, title, year, date of insertion, so other details such as edition or volume will not be shown but migth be needed.


3. Functional structure

	The result of this project will be one script written in CGI/Perl that genererates all the html forms.  The advantage is that it will function with any form already designed on a web page, if the names of the fields are the same.


	Once you have the BibTex file, the system has to check a few things for each reference:

1.	The reference has the primary key according to this rules:

* the first author's name
* the last two digits of the year it was published
* the three beginning letters of the the three first words of the title. 
  In case the title has less words it does not alter this rule (as a result the
  key will be shorter). In case there is a coincidence with other
  reference, a number will be added at the end following the order 1, 2,
  3...(in this case the key will longer).

    If the reference does not follow this rules, the system has to convert the
    inserted key into the right key.

2.	The reference is or else unique or else similar to another reference. Duplicated references will be looked at, and the insertion will not be approved.

In case the reference is not unique, the list of similar references will be submitted to the administrator of the page, and there will be two options:

- Keep one of them (the administrator decides what is the best one)

- Keep both. They seem to be identical but they are really not.

	Of course, for the inserted single reference, the process will be the same.
Step 2: Analyzing the actual system

1. Description of the actual system

	Before we start to create this tool we have to analyze the actual system, that is, what is  the tool's environment. This is very important and has to be done following these steps:

1.	We have to know how does the actual system work. Only by knowing this, we can see what has to be improved.

2.	At this point we know what we have and what we need: we are in the right position to know what we can use from the actual system to develop the tool.

3.	When improving the system we have to make compatible the old things with the new things..


2. What is the actual system like?

	Right now there is a database of articles, so the only similar thing you can do is submit an article. This is done as follows:

1.	You get an html form and you fill in the information required, such as the name of the article, its synopsis, the sender's email... Some of these fields are optional.

2.	The article is given in the form of a URL, that is, you do not send the article, you only provide its Internet address.

3.	Automatically the administrator of the page gets two emails notifying this submission: one with the information and another with the generated html code.

4.	He approves the insertion or not.

	As a result a webpage is generated containing the name of the article, the synopsis and the URL, amongst other things.




3. What has to be improved?

	The actual system does not have to be exactly improved, because it works efficiently and does everything that is expected,it is more a matter of make it more complete. 

	The webpage has to be able to deal not only with articles' submissions but with BibTex files and singles entries also. 



4. What can be used?

	This question can be answered from two points of view: what can be used from the actual system and what can be used from other sources.

	From the actual system we can use the html form to create our html forms, that way they will have the same appearance, and all will look like a whole project.

	From our research in Internet, we have found a complete library of functions written in Perl, that may be useful for the implementation of the scripts. The url of this resource is:

http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/~jacobsd/bib/bp/
	
5. How can we make it compatible?

	As we just said, the html forms for inserting BibTex files and singles entries will be done following the style of the original html form for inserting the articles.
Step 3: First approach to the code

1. Script pseudocode

1. Open the input file (FdE).

2. Open the database file (FBdD).

3. For each register of FdE (to be called aux1):

Create a "work register" (to be called RdT)

RdT.key = keymaker(aux1). [That is, the key is created according to
 the rules]

The rest of the fields in aux1 are copied into RdT. [That implies RdT is the same as aux1 except that it has the accorded key]

processed_fl = 0 [The processed flag is put down]

For each register in FBdD (to be called aux2):

		If RdT.key =! aux2.key then: insertReg (FBdD, RdT); 
processed_fl = 1;

		different_fl = 0; [The different flag is put down]

For each field of aux1 and aux2 (except key field):

If different fields then different_fl = 1;
break;

If different_fl = 1 then similarReg(aux2, RdT); 
processed_fl = 1;

If processed_fl = 1 then break

Show message "Processed file" if success or "Error" if failure.

Of course the program is not just this, but this pseudocode gives you an idea of the logic used.	
	In the pseudocode it has been mentioned a few additional functions, a brief description of them is as follows:

1.	keymaker (aux1): This function forms the primary key of a given register following the accorded rules.. As a result it returns the desired key or a message of error if it proceeds. Cases such as names with strange characters (e.g. Zinov'ev), names with initials or registers with no author, only with edition, are considered.

2.	InsertReg (FBdB, RdT): As it is hinted in the name, this function inserts a given register RdT into our database FBdD. It returns OK if success, ERROR on the contrary.

3.	SimilarReg (aux2, RdT): It deals with similarity. The two almost equal registers aux2 and RdT are sent to the administrator so he can decide whether one or both are staying in the database.


2. Tools

	There are two types of tools: for the administrator and for the common user. For the administrator tools a password is needed, since  there are options which allows you to change the database and gives you access to private information.

2.1. Administrator tools:

1.	Overlook registers: Allows you to have a look at the whole data base, but you can not change anything.

2.	Surveils records: Shows you the list of conflictive records.

3.	Edit registers: that way you can update an already existing entry where one has detected an error. This is done by deleting the old one and inserting the new one.

4.	Delete register: If you get to similar entry and want to keep the new one, you then have to delete the old one.

5.	Reset database: It clears the database file.

6.	Process URL file: You provide a URL file and the script process it.

7.	Submit register: Processes a single entry.

8.	Log out: You go out of the administrator tools menu.

9.	Paste BibTex: It allows you to insert straight away some entries, with the operation “copy/paste”.


2.2 Common user tools:

	Overlook records.


	Process URL file.


	Submit register.


	Paste BibTex.


	Credits: It displays information about the project, like who did it and when.


	Get BibTex file: As it was mentioned before, this is one of the three ways of getting data out.




Step 4: Specifications

	The script created begins with a whole lot of parameters you have to specify. Here they are with their names and their descriptions:

	dbfile: You have to give a name to the file that is going to store the big database.


	logfile: This is the name of the log file. This file keeps a note of every user that uses the script that insert bibTex files in  the database. It contains information about the name of the machine, its IP, the date, the time, the referal page, the default options  for reading and writing, the URL of the input file, the name of the internal copy of that file, and the errors that take place in the library. Here follows an example of what does the file contain:


-----
vipe.ii.uib.no (129.177.17.139)  on May 3, 2001, 15:01
from http://www.ii.uib.no/~nicolas/edu/i124/btdb_form.html
Reading format: auto:auto  Writing format: bibtex:tex
URL: http://www.ii.uib.no/~hans/bib/hans.bib
Internal file: ./tmp-btdb.28275.bib
---------------- BP package inconsistencies ----------------
Irfmt{dbfile.bib} is undefined
Ircset{dbfile.bib} is undefined
filemap{dbfile.bib} is undefined


	lastfile: It will keep the copy of the file that was processed. If you put 'undef' then the option is disabled and no copy is made.


	surveil_file: If you decide not to ignore the similar registers, the problematic registers will be temporarily stored until  processed in this file.


	TmpFile: It is  the file used to update database. 


	AccessDBFile: It is the flag that shows the link to the database file (dbfile).


	base_fields: When showing the full information about a record they are the fields that are sort out first (the order here is important).


	Extra_fields: They additional fields that the user has to fill when submitting a single entry.



	admin_passwd: it is the password that will give you access to private files (such as surveil  file and log file) as well as the power to change the database. This is the password required to enter the administrator tools menu.


	admin_email: This is the email address where the administrator wants to deal with similar registers and any other incident. Be aware that the address name@ii.uib.no in Perl is written name\@ii.uib.no.


	no_author_text: Text to be put in the key when a register does not have  title or editor.



	no_year_text: Text (for example XX or ??) to be put in the key when a register does not have year.


	tmpdir: The temporary files location.


	surveil: It takes values 0 or 1, this last meaning that you want to deal with similar registers. If on the other hand you set up 0  the only records that will not be inserted are the duplicated ones.


	debugging = 1: It takes values 0 or 1, this last habilitates the debugging, which consists of a detailed output of what did the script do, which comparisons and why a register in considered similar to another, amongst other things. Here follows an example  of a debugging process:



   14.Record readed:

       @book{alonso80fup3,
          author =    {Marcelo Alonso and Edward J. Finn},
          title =     {Fundamental University Physics},
          year =      1980,
          publisher = {Addison-Wesley},
          volume =    3,
       }


       New key is alonso80fup

       The new key 'alonso80fup' was found on similarity with the database key 'alonso80fup'!
       ----
       Comparing old year: '1980' with new year: '1980'
       Comparing old TYPE: 'book' with new TYPE: 'book'
       Comparing old title: 'Fundamental University Physics' with new title: 'Fundamental University Physics'
       Comparing old author: 'Marcelo Alonso and Edward J. Finn' with new author: 'Marcelo Alonso and Edward J. Finn'
       Comparing old volume: '1' with new volume: '3'
       DIFFERENT!
       ----
       Repeated key register, max count 0 adding 1...
       'Fundamental University Physics' by 'Marcelo Alonso and Edward J. Finn' it's very similar to another register on the database, so the database administrator will personally survey this addition.


Step 5: Technical Description and scalability

The script is divided in two files: “btdb.pl” and “btdb-setup.pl”. The first one contains the script itself, and the second one its the one with all the setup variables.

We have designed the script and a basic interface for using it, but the webmaster can design his own interface, simply creating forms similar to the ones that we design in our basic interface.

The main actions that the script handles are:

"processUrl"
"viewRecords"
"loadFrames"
"loadTools"
“surveilRecords"
"submitRecord"
"editRecord"
"resetDB"
"deleteRecord"
"showCredits"
"getDBFile"
"pasteBibtex"
“loadFrames”

This actions must be specified passing the argument/variable “action” to the script in the HTML links or forms.


Step 6: Installation

	Download the Dana Jacobsen’s BibTeX package.


http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/~jacobsd/bib/bp/

	Download the libwww-perl package (tested with version 4.0).


http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/websoft/libwww-perl/

	On the “cgi-bin” directory of the web server directory, create a directory where to store the script files.


	Copy “btdb.pl” and “btdb-setup.pl” on that directory.


	Install the “bp” and “libwww-perl”.


	Setup “btdb-setup.pl”. Edit it and set the values following the comments.


	Change the first line of that file to the path where the Perl compiler/interpreter is.


	Open for editing “btdb.pl”.


	Change the first line of that file to the path where the Perl compiler/interpreter is.


	Change the line where the libraries are to the directories with the “bp” and “libwww-perl” packages are.


	Enable execution permit for all the scripts and directories: “btdb”, “bp” and “libwww-perl” with “chmod 755”.


	That’s all!




